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SUMMARY

A georaagnetio survey of the Doon Township claims 

hat outlined several pronounced negative anomaly tones.

Three of these strike slightly north of east and are 

considered to indicate oarbonaticed cones of shearing in which silicifioa* 

tion and/or quartz veinings may be expected* The fourth anomaly strikes 

north-south across the northern part of the property and nay indicate a 

oarbonatised section of a cross-fault, the presence of which, further to 

the south is suggested by warping of the east-west cones*

Quarts veins have been uncovered in or near these anoaaly

 ones by preliminary prospecting and more -thorough investigation of these,

 specially in the vicinity of their intersection by the indioated cross 

fault is recommended.



REPORT ON A GEOMAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE DOON TOWNSHIP 

CLAIMS FOR OQNIAQAS MIKES LTD*

*

INTRODUCTION

The Coniagas property consists of 16 claims (MI 14087*14051, 

inclusive) situated in west*oentral Doon Township* Ontario* with the Mid- 

lothlan-Doon Township line forming the west boundaries of MR 14057, 14056 

and 14059.

The claims o an be reached from the town of Matachewan by 

nay of -the Montreal River and a portage route through Elmer Lake and several 

 mailer lakes to the northwest* An alternative route is by road from 

Matachewan to the Rand Mine and overland to the property*,

LAND SURVEY

The land survey was made by Mr* V* E* Minns for Coniagas

Mines Ltd* Two baselines were necessary due to the shape of the property* The 

north baseline (Baseline A) extends in a direction N 46* 00* E from the 

number t post of MR 14037 for a distance of 6150 feet. The south baseline 

(Baseline B) extends 8 460 W from a point 60 feet north of the number 8 post 

on the east boundary of MR 14046. Picket lines were turned off at right 

angles to the baseline at 800 foot intervals and out to the property boundaries*

GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Geological information on the property is limited to the

prospector's map and brief report, and to the verbal report of observations made 

by Mr* Minns in the course of the land survey*

The property appears to be underlain, for the most part, by 

sediments with minor bands of basic tuff s and lavas* Porphyry, now

highly altered, has been reported in the vicinity of MR 14047 and an outcrop 

of coarse gabbro was observed in the eastern part of MR 14060*



All these rooks appear to have been considerably altered* 

Carbonatixation is apparently widespread with greatest intensity along a shear 

cone near the north boundaries of MR 14048 and 14046 in whioh quarts reins 

hare been uncovered by trenching*

Coarse conglomerates are reported.to outcrop along the 

north boundary of the property and are probably of Cobalt age*

Outcrops appear to be fairly numerous in the eastern and 

southern parts of the property, but to the west and north few exposures occur*

SURW

Observations of vertical magnetic intensity were made at 

100 foot intervals along baselines and picket lines with closer spacing in 

regions of disturbed magnetic conditions* All readings were corrected for 

diurnal variation of the earth's field by periodic checking of control station! 

and converted into gammas, the unit of magnetic intensity*

RESULTS OF THE QEOM&GPTIO SURVEY

Results of the survey are shown in the geomagnetic contour 

nap which accompanies this report* Anomalies hare been coloured for emphasis * 

red shades denote magnetic intensity lower than normali blue shades indicate 

intensity higher than normal.

It is apparent that orer the northern block of nine claims 

a fairly uniform magnetic field prevails, ranging in intensity between 700 and 

900 gammas* In the southern part of the property, however, three strong anomaly 

cones traverse the field in a direction slightly north of east and a fourth 

anomaly trends almost due north along the west side of the Northern group*
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The anomaly sones are complex* For the moat part magnetic 

intensity is abnormally low in these eones, but occasional low positive anomalies 

are associated with them*

Ihe most pronounced anomaly eone is that which strikes slightly 

north of east across claims MR 14045, 14046 and 14047, Bxis sono varies in 

width between 600 and 800 feet and has been traced for a length of 5000 feet between 

the property limits, but obviously extends further both to the east and to the west* 

Jhe K*n  is constituted, for the most part, by the grouping of many Irregular 

negative anomalies ranging from 4500 to -1000 gammas, interrupted by a few 

limited areas of normal intensity, and in one place by a short positive anomaly where 

intensity rises to over 1000 gammas. For three*quarters of its length the negative

 one is parallelled on the north by a lew positive anomaly*

Hear the middle of the main anomaly Bone a narrow negative anomaly 

branches off almost at right angles and can be traced northward for some 4000 feet, 

utmost to the north boundary of MR 14049. Ihe influence of this disturbance does 

ttot extend more than about E 00 feet east and west of its centre*

A third anoimly extends completely across the property in the 

vicinity of Baseline B in the southernmost four claims* This cone is similar in 

Character to the zone which parallels it to the north but is considerably 

narrower (500-500 feet). It apparently extends east and west beyond the property 

limits* Near the west boundary of MR 14051 a sharp bend to the north occurs in the

 one between linos 15W and 18W (Baseline B) after which the tone continues on -foe

same strike as before*
,the 

The fourth anomaly, southernmost of/ east-west trending tones occurs

800 to 500 feet to the south of that described above and parallel to it* Ihe 

bend observed above is again noted al-tfiough considerably less pronounced between 

lines 27W and SOW (Baseline B). At the eastern end of this anomaly Bone in



MR 14081 a strong positive anomaly occurs along the northern fringe of the

anomaly cone* Negative intensity is also more pronounced here and increase* in
that 

intensity nay be due to shallow overburden, it being reported/a ridge extends

along the west side of MR 14051 on which outcrops occur*
i

INIERFREIAtlON

Outcrops and a limited amount of trenching in the southern

part of MR 14047 on the south shore of a email lake have revealed, aooording to 

reports, a oarbonaticed sheared cone in whioh quartt veins occur. These 

exposures lie on the northern flank of the wide anomaly cone discussed above, and 

it vould appear that these negative anomaly cones whioh are not oommonly met 

 with in geomagnetic surveying are probably of similar origin to a negative anomaly 

whioh was encountered in the Kirkland Lake area* Here, a pronounced negative 

magnetic anomaly occurred over a oarbonaticed fault cone with associated quarts 

veining in syenite* Magnetic surveying later cheeked by drilling, traced the 

carbonate cone some 2000 feet from the last exposure*

In the present case it is considered that the negative anomaly 

cones probably indicate cones of more intense oarbonatication and associated 

quartc veining or silioifioation. These cones are considered favourable for the 

occurrence of ore*

The north-BoutJi negative anomaly cone which crosses the

regional trend probably indicates the course of a oross*fault whioh post-dates 

east-west shearing as suggested by changes in contour trends on the southern fringe 

of the main anomaly between lines 21E and 24E (Baseline A) md by sharp bends in 

the two southern anomalies as described above* Since the negative anomaly does not 

appear to extend south of the main anomaly, although the fault may* it is evident 

that oarbonatication followed cross-faulting and that alteration was selective, 

only the northern part of the fault cone being oarbonaticed*

Although it is reported that a variety of rook types occur on the
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property including aediments, volcanic fragmental*, lavas and gabbro, not nuoh it 

known about the areal dletribution and extent of these rooks. Apart from the 

negative disturbances considered as due to cones of oarbonatisation and perhaps

silicification the magnetic field is fairly uniform and does not refleot any
t 

major variations in rook type B which may ooour. This is particularly remarkable

in the southeastern corner of the property there gabbro ia reported to ooour* but 

nhere no pronounced positive anomalies were encountered such aa normally ooour over 

gabbro contacts* Carbonate alteration appears to be wide-spread, however, and 

may in part account for the uniformity of the field*

EOONOMIO POSSIBILITIES AND

The geomagnetic survey ha e outlined four major tones which

would appear to be favourable for occurrence of gold mineralisation. Preliminary 

prospecting, along the northern fringe of the anomaly cone in claims Jfll 14045* 

14046 and 14047 has revealed the pro Ben oe of quarti veins but panning apparently 

yielded no gold colours, although no returns Are known on camples assayed*
if

The first step in further exploration of the property would 

be thorough prospecting of the anomaly tones, including the north* south oross 

anomaly, wherever overburden is shallow enough to permit auoh operations* The 

magnetic anomalies indicate that overburden is nowhere of excessive depth along the 

tones except perhaps in the vicinity of JXinoan oreek and to 700 or 800 feet to the 

wast of the creek*

It ha a been stated above that the oroBs*fault which

apparently intersects the east-west nones is considered to be older than carbonate 

alteration and presumably, therefore, than gold mineralisation. The inter eeotions 

of the cross fault with tho east-west tones might, therefore, offer moat favourable 

loci for mineral iE&tion and further investigation might wisely be concentrated on 

the BO areas, vie i
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(1) The vicinity of Lines 21E (Baseline A) 2500* to 8000* 8
24E ( Baseline A) 2800* to 2900* 8

(2)

(S)

11 18W (Baseline A) 
im (Baseline A)

" 80W (Baseline A 
E7W (Baseline A

800* N to 200* 8 
800* N to O

850* S to 700* 6 
400* 8 to 760* 6

These toneB can be investigated by drilling as follows t

D. D. Section 
Ho*

1

2

8

4

Location

150* K of aoo*
S - Line 24E
(Baseline A)

65' W of 650'N 
Line 18W
(Baseline B)

260* S line SOW 
(Baseline B)

GO'E of 1890*8
Line 8613

Direction

S 440 E

S 61080*B

8 000 E

S 840 E

Dip

460

460

450

460

Total 
Slope
Length

1660*

1420*

660*

620*

Number of 
Holes*

2

2

1

1

Respectfully submitted,

John H* Low
Geologist and Geophysicist*

M. B. Keevil
Consulting Qeophysioist*

Toronto,

December 51, 1945*
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